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This spring has seen devastating wild weather impact communities across Australia,  
with NRMA Insurance receiving 7,974 claims for home damage caused by wild weather.  
The majority of claims were in New South Wales with the November flood crisis having 
a disastrous impact on many people and communities. NRMA Insurance is continuing to 
provide essential support to those in affected areas, including arranging emergency 
temporary accommodation and financial assistance.

With more wild weather on the way this summer, now is the time to prepare 

Our latest quarterly research of 3,500 Australians reveals that concern about the growing 
threat of wild weather is higher than ever (77%), following a year of severe storms and 
devastating floods across the country.

Our research also shows that many Australians are worried about the potential impact of severe 
weather on their property and their plans this summer holidays, but most won’t be taking steps 
to stay safe and protect their property while travelling. 

With more than half of Australians expected to be travelling or away from home over 
summer (54%), and more wild weather on the way, it’s important to take practical steps to 
prepare. This includes tidying up and clearing debris around your home, monitoring weather 
conditions and packing an emergency kit (including a first aid kit) before you head away. 

In fact, ensuring you have an emergency kit is one of the best things everyone can do to  
ensure you are ready to respond, should the worst happen. This is the message of our First 
Saturday campaign, and more information on what should feature in your emergency kit is 
provided on page 11. 

Another essential part of being prepared for wild weather is ensuring you're connected in your 
community so that you have people to call on in an emergency, whether you are at home  
and need the support, or away and need someone to watch out for your property. We hope the 
information in the Wild Weather Tracker provides a useful overview of the spring season and 
gets people thinking ahead and taking action this summer.

Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims 

Foreword
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This summer Australia’s eastern states should prepare for an increased risk of grassfire, 
flood and tropical cyclone, while the southwest will likely continue to experience hot 
and dry conditions. 

Although La Niña is expected to ease into the new year to shift away from the very wet 
conditions, the risk of flooding persists as soil saturation and catchment levels remain 
high in Victoria, New South Wales and South Australia. 

Consequently, modest rainfall in areas that have already experienced flooding in the prior 
months could lead to further flooding.

Communities across eastern and southern states should be prepared for severe 
thunderstorms and the risk of damaging hail as we enter the most active part of the year.

The above average rainfall over the past year has led to ample vegetation growth. 
The potential for drier conditions, especially west of the Great Dividing Range, 
may lead to an increasing risk of grassfire in late summer.

In Western Australia, there will be occasional thunderstorm outbreaks as well as an 
elevated bushfire risk.

There is also the potential for increased tropical cyclone activity across the northern 
parts of the country due to warmer than average ocean temperatures.

Dr Bruce Buckley, NRMA Insurance Meteorologist

About Dr Bruce Buckley and the NRMA Insurance Natural Perils team

With over 40 years’ experience, Dr Buckley provides NRMA Insurance 
with a wide range of technical advice on all aspects of meteorology and 
climate change. He is an expert in the field, holding a PhD in Mathematics 
(Numerical Weather Prediction) from the University of New South Wales.

Dr Buckley is part of our Natural Perils team, which is made up of climate 
scientists, meteorologists, hydrologists, engineers, statisticians and actuaries. 
Their job is to understand extreme weather events so they can accurately 
assess the risks customers face, while also looking at what we can do to help 
customers and communities mitigate those risks.

14,128

NSW + QLDNSW + QLD SASA WAWA

Looking ahead
Forecast for summer 2022-23 and beyond

14,128
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Spring 2022
National claims and community preparedness
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* A note on NRMA Insurance claims data: NRMA Insurance is backed by IAG, a leading general insurer in Australia and New Zealand. NRMA Insurance operates nationally in NSW, QLD, ACT, WA and SA.
 In VIC, IAG’s products are distributed under the RACV brand (Victoria claims are therefore not included in this report).

How spring 2022 compares

Spring 2022 national  
claims summary 
Severe storms and devastating 
floods cause damage across 
the country

NRMA Insurance received 7,974 claims for wild weather home damage nationally* 
this spring as intense storms, damaging winds and hail and floods impacted parts 
of the country.

New South Wales recorded the majority of claims (over 4,800) as a result of heavy 
rainfall, hail and flooding. South Australia was also impacted by severe storms and 
damaging winds, leaving over 160,000 homes and businesses without power.

The ACT experienced its worst spring for wild weather home damage (in data back to 
spring 2016), while Queensland and Western Australia saw a quieter than usual season.

49% 
of all home claims 
caused by wild weather

14,12814,128

2,749  
Wild weather motor 
claims nationally

14,128

7,974
wild weather home claims nationally 
(compared to 11,905 in winter)
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Home claims for wild weather damage
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Concern isn't translating into action 

Autumn 21 Spring 21 Spring 22Winter 21 Summer 22 Autumn 22 Winter 22

35%

50%

65% 64%

46%

69%

48%

70%

54%

72%

49%

77% 77%

40%

75%

37%
39%40%

55%

70%

45%

60%

75%

Are you worried that wild weather is becoming more frequent and severe? (YES)

Have you taken steps to prepare for wild weather in the past 3 months? (YES)

Concern about wild weather is higher than ever
77% of Australians are worried about the increasing frequency and severity 
of wild weather (equal highest in quarterly research since autumn 2021).

Intention to prepare not being followed up with action
55% of Australians said they would take steps to prepare for wild weather 
during spring (when surveyed in winter), but just 39% followed through 
on this intention.

41% say they won’t be taking any steps to prepare this summer.

Despite it being one of the best ways to prepare, 
fewer than 2 in 5 have an emergency kit 
Just 38% of Australians say they have an emergency kit ready.

14,128

Spring 2022 national community preparedness 
Australians concerned about the impact of wild weather this summer but few preparing 
Our latest quarterly research of more than 3,500 Australians across NSW, QLD, ACT, WA and SA reveals that while concern about the growing threat of wild weather 
is higher than ever, most Australians are not taking steps to prepare (just 39% did this spring). 

1Online research of 3,500 people across NSW (1,000), QLD (1,000), the ACT (500), SA (500) and WA (500) – conducted on behalf of NRMA Insurance by PureProfile in November 2022

14,12814,128
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+1

Took steps to 
prepare in the 
past three months

Spring 2022 community preparedness by state and territory
The latest NRMA Insurance research shows that Queenslanders continue to be the best prepared in the country, followed by residents of New South Wales. It also reveals that 
South Australians are increasingly worried about the rising frequency and severity of wild weather but are less likely to have taken steps to prepare in the past three months. 
Meanwhile, Western Australians are the least likely to have recently taken steps to prepare and even fewer took steps to prepare in spring than they did in winter. ACT residents rate 
themselves as the least prepared.

Spring 2022 wild weather ready score* (change since winter) and key findings:

* The NRMA wild weather ready score tracks how prepared people feel for severe weather. It is based on a self-assessment conducted quarterly via an online survey by PureProfile (with residents rating on a scale of 1 to 100 how prepared they feel to respond to wild 
weather. A score of 1 represents ‘not prepared at all’ while 100 is ‘as prepared as I can be’). The latest research was conducted in November 2022 (1,00 QLD residents, 1,00 NSW residents, 500 ACT residents, 500 SA residents and 500 WA residents). It is intended as 
an indicator of community preparedness only, to help encourage action, not as a comprehensive assessment of community preparedness.

Most likely to be travelling this 
summer and be worried about wild 
weather impacting their plans (38%)

39%59%

emergency
kit

emergency
kit

emergency
kit

emergency
kit

emergency
kit

Has an emergency
plan or kit 

44% 68% 

Worried about wild 
weather damaging my 
property over summer

Plan to take steps 
to prepare for wild 
weather this summer

Most worried about wild 
weather damaging their 
property this summer

QLDQLD

ACTACT

37% 57% 
Less likely to be planning 
to prepare for wild 
weather while travelling

NSWNSW

30%

28%

51%

41%

34%

25% 47% 

39% 58% 
The least likely to 
have an emergency 
kit ready

SASA
Least concerned about wild 
weather this summer and least 
likely to be planning to prepare

WAWA
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Preparedness for the summer holidays
With summer now here, our research shows that Australians are worried about the potential impact of severe weather on their property and their plans this holiday period, 
but many won’t be taking steps to stay safe and protect their property while travelling.

are worried about wild weather 
impacting their plans over the 
Christmas and holiday period (26%)

MOST AUSTRALIANS2 in 5
Nearly

are worried about wild weather 
damaging their property over 
summer (38%)

say they will be travelling or away from 
home this summer (54%), but many are 
not prepared for wild weather

1 in 4

Of those travelling:

will arrange for a neighbour or a 
family member/friend to check on 
their property while they're away

will take steps to ensure their 
property is prepared for wild 
weather while they are away

will actively monitor weather 
conditions and keep an eye out 
for severe weather alerts 

will pack a travel emergency kit 
with items such as a first aid kit, 
supplies and water

30% 42% 47% 57%

QLD ACTNSW SA WA

52% 57% 43% 45% 70%(over 2.7 million 
QLD residents)

(over 4.6 million 
NSW residents)

(780,000 SA 
residents)

(over 1.2 million 
WA residents)

(over 319,000 ACT 
residents)

Queenslanders planning to travel 
are more are likely to actively 
monitor weather conditions (62%) 
and take steps to ensure their 
property is prepared while they are 
away (53%)

NSW residents planning to travel 
are less likely to pack a travel 
emergency kit (27%), take steps to 
ensure their property is prepared 
(42%) or arrange for someone to 
check on their property while they 
are away (36%)

South Australians planning to 
travel are more likely to pack a 
travel emergency kit (34%) and to 
arrange for someone to check on 
their property while they are away 
(49%)

Western Australians planning to 
travel are less likely to say they 
will actively monitor weather 
conditions (44%)

ACT residents planning to 
travel are most likely to say they 
will actively monitor weather 
conditions (70%) 

2Based on survey findings and latest ABS population

14,128

Australians travelling or away from home this summer
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Getting prepared for wild weather this summer holidays
With our research showing most Australians will be travelling or away from home over summer (54%), alongside our partners at Australian Red Cross we’re encouraging 
holidaymakers to follow these tips to help you prepare for wild weather and stay safe while travelling:

Connecting with your community
Another essential part of being prepared for wild weather is ensuring you're connected in your community so that you have people to call on in an emergency, 
regardless of where you are when it happens. The people most likely to help are your friends, family and neighbours – yet our research shows just 35% of those travelling 
this summer will share travel plans with a neighbour in case of an issue while they are away. It's a good idea to have at least three key people you know and trust, that you 
could call for help in an emergency. It is recommended that you:

and share phone numbers so they 
can contact you, should anything 
happen while you are away

especially if you are going 
away for an extended period 

with a friend, neighbour 
or family member

Get to know 
your neighbours 

Ask someone to help 
check on your property

Share your 
travel plans 

1

Make sure your car is in good 
condition for a road trip.

Pack an emergency kit and 
a first aid kit in your vehicle 
(see emergency checklist 
on page 11).

Check the weather before departing and while 
travelling. If possible, avoid driving during storms 
or wild weather. If you feel unsafe, look to stop 
somewhere. Never drive through floodwater.

2 3
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Emergency kit checklist
Alongside our partners at Australian Red Cross, we’ve prepared a list of necessities to include in your emergency kit. The equipment in 
your kit should be stored in a waterproof container or bag, kept in an easily accessible place, and checked and resupplied frequently. 

Download the emergency checklist and calendar directly from the First Saturday website to get involved so you know when it's time to 
get prepared each season: www.nrma.com.au/firstsaturday

S U M M E R

Battery powered radio and spare batteries
A radio provides emergency updates. Mark on the dial the frequency of your local ABC radio 
station. The official emergency broadcaster will provide key alerts, warnings, and essential 
up-to-date information. Find your local ABC radio frequency at reception.abc.net.au.

Copies of important documents 
Save digital or printed copies of passports, wills, drivers licences, marriage 
and birth certificates, medicare cards, land titles and insurance papers in case 
they’re lost. Store them in a waterproof/fireproof container and in the cloud. 
Take photos of other important items for insurance purposes.

Mobile phones, chargers, and power banks
Your phone keeps you in touch in an emergency. Chargers and power banks can 
help charge your phone with or without power.

Waterproof bag for valuables 
In case of a storm or flood, this ensures your valuables and 
documents stay dry and protected. 

Waterproof torch and spare batteries
To use at night and if there is a power outage. Keep the batteries separate to 
the torch to avoid corrosion and check them every 6 months. Consider wind up 
torches that don’t need batteries.

First aid kit and emergency blanket 
Items to help in case someone is hurt. Include important medications, 
prescriptions, and an emergency blanket. An Australian Red Cross first aid kit 
meets Australian standards and contains useful items first aid kits should provide 
in an emergency. Buy yours online at shop.redcross.org.au.

Food and can opener 
Enough long shelf-life food (such as canned meats, fruits and 
vegetables, protein bars, biscuits, crackers, nuts, trail mix and dried 
fruits) to last at least 3 days. Remember the needs of everyone in your 
household including babies, children and pets.

Candles and waterproof matches
To use at night if there is no power, and in case the matches get 
wet in a storm or a flood.

Blankets, clothing, and special supplies 
Pack a woollen or thermal blanket, sunscreen, insect repellent, 
clothing such as natural-fibre shirts and protective footwear. 
Remember essential items that are difficult to find and replace, 
including reading glasses, nappies, mobility aids and hearing aids.

Drinking water 
10 litres of bottled water for each person in your household. Never drink 
tap water after an emergency until authorities have advised it is safe.

A copy of your emergency plan 
Your written and printed plan including contact numbers of family, friends, 
neighbours and emergency services. If you need help creating an emergency 
plan, use the Get Prepared tool we created with Australian Red Cross.

Pet essentials 
Objects to keep your pets safe and comfortable including a leash, 
harness, bedding, travel cage, medication, pet food and feeding bowls. 

Cash 
Having some cash will help meet basic and urgent 
needs in case ATMs and banks aren’t operating.
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Spring 2022
Claims by state and territory 
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Storm, flood and hail events struck New South Wales this spring. The Central West was hit particularly hard by the devastating flood crisis in mid-November. 
NRMA Insurance has provided essential support to those in affected areas, including arranging emergency temporary accommodation and support 
via our assessors and partner builders who were on the ground.

NSW spring 2022 claims 

4,842
wild weather home claims

14,128

NSW areas hardest hit by wild weather (home claims)

NSW - How spring 2022 compares
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Home claims for wild weather damage

“After months of heavy rain and devastating floods, unfortunately NSW residents need to prepare for more wild 
weather, with the potential for continued rain and an increase in storm activity and hail.

As well as preparing your home for wild weather, one of the best things you can do to ensure you are ready to respond 
is to pack an emergency kit. We also strongly encourage everyone to actively monitor weather conditions this 
summer, including if you are travelling these holidays.”

Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims  

Rank Regions

1 Central West

2 Mid North Coast

3 Outer West Sydney and Blue 
Mountains

4 Goulburn - Yass

5 New England and North West

6 Riverina

7 Coffs Harbour - Grafton

8 Central Coast

9 Outer South West Sydney

10 Hunter Valley

Rank Towns/suburbs

1 Port Macquarie 

2 Forbes 

3 Eugowra 

4 Glenmore Park

5 Moree 

6 Parkes

7 Urunga 

8 Dubbo 

9 Orange

10 Griffith 

14,12814,128

14,128

2,471 severe weather motor claims 

52% of all NSW home claims 
caused by wild weather
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24%

Queensland experienced some storm activity this spring, with the Gold Coast once again the hardest hit region, followed by the Sunshine Coast. 

QLD spring 2022 claims 

QLD areas hardest hit by wild weather (home claims)

Rank Regions

1 Gold Coast

2 Sunshine Coast 

3 Logan-Beaudesert  

4 Wide Bay

5 Brisbane South 

Rank Towns/suburbs

1 Lake Macdonald

2 Jimboomba

3 Mudgeeraba

4 Warwick

5 Coolangatta

“Queenslanders need to be prepared for more wild weather this summer, with cyclone season expected to be busier 
than usual and an elevated risk of grassfire forecast. 

Our research shows that Queenslanders are more likely to be concerned about wild weather damaging their property 
over summer, but also more likely than other Australians to be planning to prepare.  

With more than half of Queenslanders planning to travel or be away from home this summer, it’s important to take 
practical steps to stay safe. This includes clearing up debris around your property before you leave, connecting with 
neighbours, packing a travel emergency kit and keeping an eye on weather conditions.”

Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims  

QLD - How spring 2022 compares

349 
wild weather home claims 

14,128

95 severe weather motor claims 

14,12814,128

14,128

Spring
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Spring
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2022

Home claims for wild weather damage
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of all QLD home claims 
caused by wild weather
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733 
wild weather home claims

61 severe weather motor claims 

64%

ACT areas hardest hit by wild weather (home claims)

Rank Regions

1 Fadden 

2 Kambah

3 Wanniassa

4 Chapman

5 Macarthur

Extensive storm and hail damage saw the ACT record the worst spring for wild weather in over seven years with nearly two-thirds of all home claims related to severe weather.

ACT spring 2022 claims 

“Following the worst spring for wild weather damage in over seven years, ACT residents need to be aware of the 
ongoing risk of hailstorms this summer.

Our research shows that ACT residents are much more likely to be away from home over the holidays, so staying safe 
while travelling needs to be a priority. Making sure your car is in good condition, packing a travel emergency kit and 
a first aid kit in your vehicle, and checking the weather before departing and while travelling are all simple things you 
can do.”

Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims  

ACT - How spring 2022 compares
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106 severe weather motor claims 

62% of all SA home claims 
caused by wild weather 

Damaging storms hit South Australia this spring with over 160,000 homes and businesses left without power in November. Nearly two thirds of all home claims were caused by wild 
weather, with damage coming from falling trees, lightning strikes and leaking roofs as a result of heavy rainfall.

SA spring 2022 claims 

“The devasting weather that hit South Australia may continue this summer, with further heavy rain and flash flooding 
possible. Meanwhile, as temperatures rise so too does the risk of bushfire.

Our research shows that less than one in three South Australians have an emergency kit ready, meaning locals are the 
least likely in the country to take this simple step to prepare. Packing an emergency kit is one of the most important 
things you can do to ensure you and your family are prepared to respond, should the worst happen, and we strongly 
encourage everyone to do this now, before severe weather strikes.”

Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims  

SA areas hardest hit by wild weather (home claims)

Rank Regions

1 Adelaide South 

2 Adelaide North

3 Adelaide Central and Hills

Rank Towns/suburbs

1 Flagstaff Hill

2 Aberfoyle Park

3 Happy Valley

SA - How spring 2022 compares
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16 severe weather motor claims 

WA areas hardest hit by wild weather (home claims)

Rank Towns/suburbs

1 Port Kennedy

2 Ballajura

3 Willetton

4 Dianella

5 Sorrento

Rank Regions

1 North-West Perth

2 South-West Perth

3 South-East Perth

4 North-East Perth 

5 Bunbury

Over a quarter of all WA home claims were caused by wild weather this spring with storms causing the majority of the damage. 

WA spring 2022 claims 

“Western Australia can expect high temperatures and an increased risk of bushfires this summer, while northern parts 
of the state are also at risk of cyclones. 

Worryingly, our research shows that Western Australians are less concerned than other Australians about the potential 
impact of wild weather over the holidays and less likely to be planning to prepare.

One of the best things you can do is pack an emergency kit, and we strongly encourage all Western Australians to take 
this simple step. If you are away from home or on the road over the holidays, don’t forget to take an emergency kit with 
you, including a first aid kit.”

Luke Gallagher, NRMA Insurance Executive General Manager, Direct Claims  

WA - How spring 2022 compares

514  
wild weather home claims

14,128

26%

14,12814,128

14,128

Home claims for wild weather damage
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Please note: Western Australia claims data includes claims from 
NRMA Insurance and SGIO – both brands in the IAG family.

of all WA home claims 
caused by wild weather 
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IAG Climate Action Plan
www.iag.com.au/safer-communities/our-climate-action-plan

Severe weather factsheets 
IAG has released fact sheets on bushfire, flood and tropical cyclones to 
help educate Australians and encourage them to take action to prepare 
themselves and their homes for these weather events. 

www.iag.com.au/safer-communities/severe-weather-fact-sheets

Severe Weather in a Changing Climate report
IAG partnered with the US National Center for Atmospheric Research 
(NCAR) on this report, which reviews and interprets the latest climate-
science to understand how climate change is impacting the severity 
and frequency of severe weather events, and what is likely to happen in 
the future.

www.iag.com.au/severe-weather-changing-climate

State Emergency Services

Australian Capital Territory Emergency Services Agency
esa.act.gov.au

New South Wales SES 
ses.nsw.gov.au

Queensland SES
ses.qld.gov.au

Western Australia Department of                                                           
Fire and Emergency Services 
dfes.wa.gov.au 

South Australia SES 
ses.sa.gov.au 

Bureau of Meteorology
bom.gov.au

Insurance Council of Australia
understandinsurance.com.au

CONTACT US

Media enquiries 
Phone: +61 2 9292 9742 
CorporateAffairs@iag.com.au

Contact NRMA Insurance
Phone: 132 132 (7am–10pm)
Outside Australia: +61 2 8661 7307

Resources and contacts  
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Appendix: Tracking community preparedness
NSW Region vs Region

NRMA Insurance wild weather ready score (out of 100) by NSW region

Spring Rank Region Score spring 22 Score change (winter-spring)

1 (+4) The North Coast (including Grafton and Ballina) 78 14

2 (=) Mid-North Coast (Port Macquarie and Coffs Harbour) 76 8

3 (-2) Far South Coast (e.g. Merimbula and Eden) 74 -3

4 (-1) Newcastle and The Hunter 66 -1

5 (+1)  New England (including Armidale) 65 2

6 (=) Illawarra and the South Coast 64 1

7 (-3) Central Coast 62 -4

7 (-2) The Riverina (e.g. Wagga Wagga and Griffith) 62 -2

8 (-1) Northern Sydney (incl. Northern Beaches and North Shore) 60 -1

9 (=) Western Sydney (incl. Parramatta, Hills, Blacktown & Penrith) 59 0

9 (=) Eastern Sydney (Randwick, Bondi etc) 59 0

10 (-2) Southern Sydney (incl. Cronulla and The Shire) 58 -2

10 (=) Inner Sydney (incl. CBD, Surry Hills and Inner West) 58 1

11 (-5) Western NSW (including Dubbo and Bathurst) 56 -7

12 (-1) Southern Tablelands (Goulburn, Queanbeyan, Snowy Mountains) 52 -4

* The NRMA wild weather ready score tracks how prepared people feel for severe weather. It is based on a self-assessment conducted quarterly via an online survey by PureProfile (with residents rating on a scale of 1 to 100 how prepared they feel to respond to wild 
weather. A score of 1 represents ‘not prepared at all’ while 100 is ‘as prepared as I can be’). The latest research was conducted in November 2022 (1,000 QLD residents, 1,000 NSW residents, 500 ACT residents, 500 SA residents and 500 WA residents). It is intended 
as an indicator of community preparedness only to help encourage action not as a comprehensive assessment of community preparedness.
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Appendix: Tracking community preparedness
QLD Region vs Region

NRMA Insurance wild weather ready score (out of 100) by QLD region

Spring Rank Region Score spring 22 Score change (winter-spring)

1 (+1) Far North Queensland (incl. Cairns) 69 1

1 (+7) Central Queensland (incl. Gladstone, Rockhampton and Longreach) 69 9

2 (+1) Wide Bay Burnett (incl. Bundaberg, Fraser Coast) 68 1

3 (+1) Gold Coast 65 -1

3 (+2) Darling Downs South West (incl. Toowoomba) 65 0

3 (+3) North Queensland (incl. Townsville) 65 1

3 (+4) Sunshine Coast 65 2

4 (-3) Mackay, Isaac and the Whitsundays 64 -7

4 (+3) Greater Brisbane 64 0

* The NRMA wild weather ready score tracks how prepared people feel for severe weather. It is based on a self-assessment conducted quarterly via an online survey by PureProfile (with residents rating on a scale of 1 to 100 how prepared they feel to respond to wild 
weather. A score of 1 represents ‘not prepared at all’ while 100 is ‘as prepared as I can be’). The latest research was conducted in November 2022 (1,00 QLD residents, 1,00 NSW residents, 500 ACT residents, 500 SA residents and 500 WA residents). It is intended as 
an indicator of community preparedness only to help encourage action not as a comprehensive assessment of community preparedness. 

Additional note
To ensure the most recent and accurate view of our claims data is reported in the Wild Weather Tracker, we have refined the way we categorise and analyse claims data. The Spring 2022 edition features a redefined scope of perils claims data across 
home and motor. 


